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About This Content

New package with racing track, new cars, parts and possibilities for all car maniacs!

1/4 mile track

3 new cars

supercharged engines

new shop with performance parts

dyno with chip tuning

engine swaps
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Its the best I am going to put a like. yo recommended best 4x4 out there atm. No savegame feature?. Lets be clear, Coppercube
is intended to be simple and easy to use. This is a software for non programers, or those like me who prefer to focus on art and
design, rather than typing tons of code. For this Coppercube is the best out there. Porting between PC, MacOS, WebGl,
Android, and flash is near seamless. Most of the time its as simple as clicking the publish to option. There are tons of behaviors
and actions to mix and match to do most things you will need, and their is a Javascript API if you want even more control. I've
used quite a few game engines over the years (Multimedia Fusion, Gamemaker, 3DRad, Jamagic, Gamesalad) and none were as
easy and fast to develop 3D applications than Coppercube.

BUT if you looking for a engine that supports cutting edge technologies, endless libraries of game resources, portability to every
device on the market, and constant frequent updates, this may not be the engine for you. Coppercube is actively developed by
one dev but he also has a handful of other tools he manages so updates are usually months apart. While small there is a
community that shares custom actions, behaviors, and plugins for Coppercube. Keep in mind their are graphical limitations with
this engine, so don't expect the same level of GFX as you would expect from Unreal, Cryengine, or Unity.

As with Standard vs Professional, the only real difference is that Standard limits you to 10 scenes, and there is no limit on
Professional (professional also allows you to edit the source, but if you are able to do that you probably wouldn't need
coppercube anyways). To be honest you really don't need more than 10, its not too hard out a system where you can reuse nodes
to make larger scenes to reasonably stay within that limit. You can always upgrade later if you need it.

With that said I'm still happy with my decision with Coppercube. (I have the professional version) I have been developing a
game on it since December 2016. Hopefully you find this review is useful.

. Nice! A bit buggy for online, but better then many a grid-style-block-droppy puzzle game clone. Extra points for being literally
massively multiplayer with scope for probably the biggest playercount practically plausible for suvch a thing on one machine.

Don't get sued tho, Bob.

7/10 would wall kick again and again and again while panicking with a screenful of blocks
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The software isn't even launching for me please have a look and fix it.. good game but need eng. A lot of objects in the hidden
object scenes are hidden under the UI, so it's not really playable.. I love challenges, if you want a game that won't hold your
hand all the way through then Spectra is for you.

The music is great, Chipzel hits the spot.

Definitely worth buying.. I like how enemies will kick you on to a tile that will have a trap spawn before you're even aware that
it will. I wish I had this level of insight.. good arcade racing game, like the ones we used to play in arcades in 80's !!!!

Certainly vote up for gameplay, atmosphere, MUSIC !!!!

. Great feedback from Janey on why the ATC doesn't work for these missions. More than happy with the excellent range of
missions provided, and how they're implemented via GPS.. it's a cool game time kiler. This game is pretty good so far just
waiting on more content to come out for the game but anyways I did a really good high quality video on this game for YouTube
if anybody wants to see the game before they buy here's a link to the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a6a54QeMuU
or you can see it in the videos section on my steam profile! :). This game looks really good and almost runs smoothly on each
map.

However, I think I'm having some weird bug.

I have my mouse and keyboard all connected and working, but for some reason I can't control any of the characters in the game.
I really want to play this fighting game, but as I can't control the fighter, they go into somekind of a demo\/automatic mode and
fight automatically.

Does anyone else have a similar bug?
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